Controlled radical polymerization and quantification of solid state electrical conductivities of macromolecules bearing pendant stable radical groups.
Macromolecules with aliphatic backbones that bear pendant stable radical groups (i.e., radical polymers) have attracted much attention in applications where a supporting electrolyte is capable of aiding charge transport in solution; however, the utilization of these materials in solid state applications has been limited. Here, we synthesize a model radical polymer, poly(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxy methacrylate) (PTMA), through a controlled reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) mediated polymerization mechanism to generate well-defined and easily-tunable functional polymers. These completely amorphous, electronically-active polymers demonstrate relatively high glass transition temperatures (Tg ∼170 °C) and, because of the aliphatic nature of the backbone of the radical polymers, are almost completely transparent in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Additionally, we quantify the conductivity of PTMA (∼1×10(-6) S cm(-1)) and find it to be on par with pristine π-conjugated polymers such as poly(phenylene vinylenes) (PPVs) and poly(3-alkylthiophenes) (P3ATs). Furthermore, we demonstrate that the addition of small molecules bearing stable radical groups provides for more solid state charge hopping sites without altering the chemical nature of radical polymers; this, in turn, allows for an increase in the conductivity of PTMA relative to neat PTMA thin films while still retaining the same high degree of optical transparency and device stability. Because of the synthetic flexibility and easily-controlled doping mechanisms (that do not alter the PTMA chemistry), radical polymers present themselves as promising and tunable materials for transparent solid-state plastic electronic applications.